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This document describes how to export laser scan data from common laser scan software
for use with Benaco.

Both RGB point clouds and RGB panorama images are needed for Benaco to process your
data. We cannot process datasets with only point clouds at the moment.

The displayed export methods ensure that Benaco understands which points were seen
from which scan position, and that the associated RGB photos are included in the export.

You should clean the point clouds first in the programs of your choice.

Benaco can also display (drone) photogrammetry results exported as textured meshes.
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Faro SCENE
Provide Benaco with an export folder containing the following:

1. The point cloud in E57 format, into subfolder "pointclouds":
a. In SCENE's Export tab, click the Export Scans button; from the dropdown

choose Export Scans - Ordered.
b. Choose E57 as the format.
c. Tick the checkbox [✘] Export each scan into a separate file.
d. Tick the checkbox [✘] Full Color Resolution Panorama Image.

■ If this checkbox is missing, go to Exporting full resolution panos from
old versions of SCENE.

■ If you use the Faro + Ricoh Theta integration instead of the builtin
scanner RGB camera, go to Exporting Ricoh panos.

Do not submit "Unordered" point clouds or "Project Point Clouds", as these do not
contain the original scanner positions.

2. Highly recommended:
The Project Point Cloud as E57 into subfolder "coloring-pointclouds".
SCENE's Project Point Cloud with Color Correction enabled makes for much better
colors. Unfortunately they do not retain scanner positions, which is why they are
needed in addition to the "Ordered Scans" export.

a. Disable all clipping boxes to ensure the project point cloud is not truncated.
b. In SCENE's Explore tab, click the Project Point Cloud button; from the

dropdown choose Create.
■ Tick the checkbox [✘] Apply Color Balancing.
■ (Optional but recommended): Tick Homogenize Point Density.

Choose a Cell Size of 2mm.
c. In SCENE's Export tab, click the Export Project Point Cloud button.

■ Choose E57 as the format.

Double-check that the number of files in the export directory is as expected.

You can find a screenshot of what the final export directory should contain in the section
Reviewing a SCENE export.

Step 1: Exporting ordered Scans
via the Export tab:



Step 1 (alternative): Exporting a subset of the project as ordered scans via right-click in the
project structure:

Steps 1 (b),(c),(d): Choosing the E57 file format, enabling separate files and pano images:



Step 2: Creating and exporting a color-corrected Project Point Cloud:



Exporting full resolution panos from old versions of SCENE
Only if your version of SCENE is too old to have the checkbox [✘] Full Color Resolution
Panorama Image to embed the panos into the E57 files, you should export the panos as
separate files:

● Export the RGB image data, into subfolder "panos".
You have two choices:

d. Full-quality panoramas (recommended):
Right-click on the desired Project or Cluster, and choose Export,
Export Panoramic Images, Full Color Resolution.

e. Downsampled quality panoramas (not recommended, but faster and smaller):
Choose Scan Resolution instead of Full Color Resolution.
This will allow you to choose the image file type.
Prefer PNG (a lossless format) over JPEG (a lossy format).



Exporting Ricoh panos from SCENE
Only if you use the Ricoh Theta camera integrated with the Faro scanner as a replacement
of the Faro internal RGB camera, you cannot use "Full Color Resolution Panorama Image"
because the Ricoh images do not count as "full resolution".
Instead:

● Into subfolder "panos", export the Ricoh images that SCENE reprojected onto the
laser origin (noticeable as it creates white outlines around the edges of objects).
Right-click on the desired Project or Cluster, and choose Export,
Export Panoramic Images, Scan Resolution.

● Optional:
Into subfolder "external-panos", save the original Ricoh RGB photos.
You cannot retrieve them from SCENE, but instead from the scanner's SD card, from
the folder of each scan ("fls") in the subfolder "PanoCam".
If you provide these images, Benaco can register them against the
SCENE-reprojected images above, so that they are shown in the tour as well.



Exporting images from a non-Faro camera
SCENE optionally also supports importing photos that are made not by the laser scanner
itself, but by a different camera mounted onto the scanner tripod in the same or a close-by
position. It can colorize the scans using this external imagery.

You may want to use this external imagery in your Benaco tour.
In this case, the export steps remain the same, but you need to additionally provide the
external imagery into a folder: external-panos

Be aware that if you have used external imagery for colorization, the Export Panoramic
Images functionality in SCENE will not export the external imagery, but re-colorized laser
scans. You can recognize this by black or white outlines around objects:

Comparison between original external image vs.
exported colorised scan panorama with outline:

It would be desirable to show only the original imagery in the Benaco tour, using the image
positions that SCENE has already computed ("PictureFit"). However, to our knowledge,
SCENE does not provide a way to export the exact pose data of the original images. Their
positions can be slightly offset, and the images will usually be placed with an arbitrary
rotation around the laser's vertical rotation axis.
In absence of an export method, you can provide Benaco with the original images, and we
will use photogrammetry to register (place) them automatically against the colorized scans
you provided.

● If your original panoramic images (must be in equirectangular format) are managed
outside of SCENE (preferable), simply copy them into the external-panos folder.

● If you can access them only through SCENE, re-export them by expanding the
Pictures section of each Scan in the Structure view, Right-click on the image file ->
Export, and choose preferably a lossless format (e.g. PNG).



Exporting original imagery that was imported into SCENE:



Reviewing a SCENE export
When you are done, the export folder should look as follows:

name-of-your-export-folder
pointclouds

myproject001.e57
myproject002.e57
...

panos (only if your SCENE version cannot embed them into the .e57)
myproject001.png
myproject002.png
...

coloring-pointclouds
myproject-project-pointcloud-4mm.e57

Screenshot of the export folder and its subfolders:



Leica Cyclone REGISTER 360
Provide Benaco with an export folder containing the following:

1. In the Report stage tab, choose subtab Properties -> subtab Publish options.
2. Tick the box E57 (as separate files), and click "Publish".

You do not need to export panorama images separately; the E57 files already contain them.

When you are done, the export folder should look as follows:

name-of-your-export-folder/
BLK360_3501552_Setup3.e57
BLK360_3501552_Setup4.e57
...

Settings for best quality
1. Before importing your scans ("setups") into REGISTER 360, in the Settings,

change the Pano image dropdown to the highest resolution.

This is optional. It will increase the import time, but also the photo resolution.

2. Also in the Settings, tick the checkbox [x] Export cleaned point cloud... such that
your point cloud cleaning reflects in the export.



Screenshot of the E57 publishing options:



Setting import and export options:



Adding higher-resolution Cyclone photos later
If you are working with a project where the "Pano Image" resolution setting was set low
during import, and you want to upgrade their the resolution after the import, you can use the
following workflow:

a. Ensure you have a "Cyclone PUBLISHER Pro" license, otherwise the required
context menu items will be missing.

b. Create a completely new project, importing the original source data with the highest
resolution setting (takes a while).
Do not perform any registration in the new project.

c. In the workflow tab "REVIEW AND OPTIMIZE", select all setups in the setups list,
Right click -> Export Panoramic Images... -> Export as esr..., into a temporary
folder.

d. Switch back to the registered project that has the low-quality photos.
e. Select all setups in the setups list, Right click -> Re-Import Panoramic Images...,

from the temporary folder.



Re-importing higher resolution images for a project whose Pano image resolution was set
lower than desired at original import time:



Z+F Laser Control
Provide Benaco with an export folder containing the following:

1. Optional (but recommended):
a. Perform color correction for more consistent colors.

■ Use Color > Color adjustment with neighbourhood scans.
b. Thin out the scan for a more equal point distribution.

■ Use Processing filters, enable the Thin filter, and set
Distance = 0.001 m (1 mm)

2. The point cloud in E57 format, into subfolder "pointclouds":
Use the function Export scan.

a. In the tab Format, choose E57.
b. In the tab Format settings:

1. Tick the checkbox [✘] Export RGB values for each point
2. Set the dropdown Primary view mode to Color.

3. The RGB image data, into subfolder "panos".
Use the function Color > Export high resolution panoramas.

a. Set the Image type:
Prefer PNG (a lossless format) over JPEG (a lossy format).

b. Set the resolution to the highest possible.

Step 2: Export format settings to ensure color is present:



Step 3: Opening the "Export high resolution panoramas" function:

When you are done, the export folder should look as follows:

name-of-your-export-folder
pointclouds

myproject_1001.e57
myproject_1002.e57
...

panos
myproject_1001.col-panorama_sh.png
myproject_1002.col-panorama_sh.png
...



Optional Step 1: Opening the "Color adjustment with neighbourhood scans" function:

Optional Step 1: Applying a "Thin filter":



Trimble RealWorks
Provide Benaco with an export folder containing the following:

1. The point clouds in E57 format, into subfolder "pointclouds".
From the Registration tab, choose Export and Convert to E57.

2. The equirectangular panorama images, into subfolder "panos".
Select the child of "WorkSpace" in the "Scans" project tree explorer.
From the Registration tab, choose Export and Export TZF Images.

3. The poses of the images, into the top-level folder.
a. Increase the pose precision by going into the RealWorks:

In the Preferences, go to Units and change Decimal Places to "8".
b. From the Registration tab, choose Export and Export Object Properties.

Save the file as "trimble-poses" with RTF File Format.

Step 1: Exporting scans via the Export tab:

Step 2: Exporting pano images as TZF.



Step 3a: Exporting pano images as TZF:

Step 3b: Exporting pano images as TZF:



Autodesk ReCap
Provide Benaco with an export folder containing the following:

1. The point cloud in E57 format:
a. From the ReCap main window, click the House button, expand the

Arrow-down menu, and click the Arrow-up (Export) button.
Alternatively, press Ctrl+E.

b. Choose E57 as file type.
c. Click✓complete in the popup.

2. The RGB image data:
a. From the location where your ReCap project is stored, copy the .rcp file and

the <Myprojectname> Support folder into the export folder.
From the Support folder, only the .rcc files are required; you may optionally
delete the other files from the export folder to reduce the storage space.

Step 1: Exporting the point clouds:

When you are done, the export directory should look as follows:



GeoSLAM Connect
Benaco requires projects that include the ZEB Vision camera.
In GeoSLAM Connect, process your project:
Ensure all images are stitched and the point cloud is colorized.
Applying the GeoSLAM provided filters helps reduce outliers for better results.

Provide Benaco with an export folder containing the following:

From your GeoSLAM project folder's "Input" folder, these files and folders:

images/ (folder of stitched images)
*.gs-traj
*.gs-vision
*_colour.laz (colored point cloud; the file name may be longer depending

on the filters you applied)

Highlighted in grey: The files to provide from GeoSLAM Connect:



Agisoft Metashape
Provide Benaco with an export folder containing the following:

1. A textured OBJ mesh.
a. Ensure you have created textures using theWorkflow -> Build Texture

dialog, with these settings:
● Texture size: 4096 pixels
● Texture count: 10

(higher counts are acceptable but will result in longer loading times)
b. Choose File -> Export -> Export Model.

Save the file as "model.obj" withWavefront OBJ format.
In the following dialog, ensure that [x] Export Texture is checked.

2. The camera positions and parameters:
a. Choose File -> Export -> Export Cameras.

Save the file as "cameras.opk" with Omega Phi Kappa format.
b. Again choose File -> Export -> Export Cameras.

Save the file as "agisoft-cameras.xml" with Agisoft XML format.

Step 1a: Creating a textured mesh



Step 1b: Exporting the textured mesh



Step 2: Exporting the camera positions



RealityCapture
Preparation: Add a custom camera position exporter to RealityCapture.
Open the following file with a text editor, such as Notepad:

C:\Program Files\Capturing Reality\RealityCapture\calibration.xml

We recommend making a backup of the file before changing it.
Scroll down to the end of the file, and insert this snippet just before </Calibration>.

(Note that writer="cvs" in the snippet is not a typo for "csv", see RealityCapture documentation.)

The result should look similar to this:

https://cdn.benaco.com/partners/benaco/public/Benaco-RealityCapture-export-format-copy-paste-snippet.txt
https://support.capturingreality.com/hc/en-us/articles/4949933858076-Add-custom-camera-export-information-into-calibration-xml-file


Provide Benaco with an export folder containing the following:

1. A textured OBJ mesh.
a. Ensure you have created textures using the correct settings:

In the Mesh Model tab, in section Mesh Color & Texture, choose Settings
and set:

■ Maximal texture resolution: 4096 x 4096
■ Maximal texture count: 10

(higher counts are acceptable but will result in longer loading times)
b. In the Mesh Model tab, in section Export, choose Dense Mesh Model

Export the file as "model.obj".
2. The camera positions and parameters.

In the Alignment tab, in section Export, choose Registration.
Save the file as "realitycapture-cameras.csv" with Benaco CSV format (this
format is only present after you followed the "Preparation" step above and restarted
RealityCapture).

3. A folder containing all camera photos.

Step 1a: Creating a textured mesh



Step 1b: Exporting the mesh

Step 1b: Exporting the camera positions


